WE ARE HERE
BENNINGTON’S RE-OPENING PLAN IS DESIGNED TO BE F L E X I B L E, AND POLICIES ON CAMPUS WILL BE ADJUSTED BASED ON HOW THINGS ARE GOING.

FALL 2020

FACTORS THAT IMPACT DECISIONS

ON CAMPUS

Is the community adhering to the Commitment to Shared Responsibility?
Are cases on campus stable, increasing, or decreasing?
What number of cases on campus are linked to other known cases?
What percentage of our quarantine and isolation spaces are available?
Is there sufficient testing with timely results?
Is there sufficient personal protective equipment and cleaning supplies?

IN STATE

Is there sufficient PPE?
Is there sufficient local hospital capacity?
Are local cases stable, increasing, or decreasing?
Is the State providing robust contact tracing?

RESULTING STATUS OF CAMPUS

TIGHTER

Specific houses are quarantined
Limited access to campus spaces
Two-week switch to all remote instruction
Library & bookstore are pick-up only
Further limitations on travel
Dining is to-go only

RELAXED

Increase student access to other houses
More access to campus spaces
Increase indoor dining capacity
Increase indoor event capacity
Fewer limitations on travel

CLOSED

Remote learning only
Campus must shut down
Students who can return home must do so

OPEN

Help Bennington remain open:
Don’t forget the Commitment of Shared Responsibility!
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